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examination of the CSF is likely to show a preponderance
of polymorphs, often with protein concentrates that may be
considered in the "viral" range-say 80 to 120 mg 100 ml. The
presence of bacteria or their subsequent culture will confirm
the true bacterial nature of the infection, but in some instances
careful clinical observation with repeated CSF examination
will be required. Tests for bacterial antigens in the CSF are
also useful.
Mumps is probably the commonest diagnosis confirmed in

any large collection of cases of viral meningitis. In a review of
530 cases over 10 years in Edinburgh, Gray, Moffatt, and
Sangster7 found mumps to be responsible for 24°,. There
was no salivary gland swelling in one-fifth of the affected
patients. Probably most cases of viral meningitis are in fact
due to one of the wide variety of enteroviruses, though the
diagnosis is not always proved virologically. Enteroviral
meningitis tends to occur in outbreaks, and a recent example
in New York affected 55 children in an epidemic on the lower
east side of the city.8 Six different enteroviruses were identified
in this outbreak. Some families had several members affected;
in one family one child had a stool isolate of Echo 20 and a
fourfold rise in antibody to this virus, while another child in
the same family had Echo 14 isolated from the cerebrospinal
fluid with a rise in serum antibody. Despite the multiple viral
aetiologies, the clinical presentation of these patients was simi-
lar and conformed to the usual pattern of enteroviral menin-
gitis. A point worth emphasising is that the typical clinical
presentation of enteroviral meningitis cannot be distinguished
from non-paralytic poliomyelitis.
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Postanaesthetic oxygen
After surgery under general anaesthesia most patients have a
lower arterial oxygen tension than before operation. Should
they all be given oxygen ? Earlier this year Steel' argued that
many patients do not need it, while Scott2 claimed that oxygen
should be given as a routine. Which practice is in the best
interest of the patient ?

Treatment with oxygen will lead to increases in the alveolar
and arterial oxygen tensions. But how often is the arterial
tension reduced to levels that are potentially or actually
dangerous ? Respiration may be depressed both by anaesthetic
agents and by morphine-like drugs, leading to underventilation
and an increase in carbon dioxide and a reduction in oxygen
tensions. The same effects may be due to failure to re-establish
normal transmission after the use of neuromuscular blocking
drugs. Good anaesthetic care, however, should ensure that
neither of these complications occurs.

Diffusion hypoxia3 is a short-lived cause of hypoxaemia; it
is due to the excretion of the more soluble nitrous oxide at the
end of anaesthesia, temporarily diluting the inspired gases in

the alveoli. The effect lasts probably no more than 10 to 20
minutes-depending on the duration of the anaesthesia and
how far the nitrous oxide stores of the body have been filled.
Another short-term cause of hypoxia is depletion by over-
ventilation of the body stores of carbon dioxide.4

These are all relatively transient effects; but many studies
have shown that after major surgery some patients may remain
hypoxaemic, the problems being worst in the elderly and after
thoracic or upper abdominal surgery.) The mechanisms
include ventilation-perfusion mismatching and shunting of
blood in the lungs. The causes include a reduction in the
functional residual capacity of the lungs with closure of
airways during tidal breathing,6 and possibly a loss of the
pulmonary vasoconstrictor response to hypoxia. The problem
may last for some days after surgery. Finally, patients with a
reduced cardiac output from any cause are usually hypoxaemic.

Is oxygen so safe that it can be used for all patients ? The
disasters of wrongly connected supplies should be avoidable.
Leigh4 has listed other dangers-exacerbating respiratory
depression in some patients with chronic airway disease,
producing respiratory depression by removing a hypoxic drive
where the patient has had other respiration-depressing drugs,
and producing pulmonary oxygen toxicity (some oxygen
delivery systems can give very high inspired concentrations7).
These considerations, however, affect the prescription of
oxygen-how much, by what means, and for how long-
rather than the decision on whether to give oxygen at all.

Is treatment with oxygen always successful? Drummond8 9

looked at its effect with Venturi-type masks to deliver up to a
35% inspired concentration. He found that in patients who
had had upper abdominal or thoracic operations the increase in
arterial oxygen tension was least in those who were most
hypoxic. This depressing conclusion should be put into
perspective, however, for the shape of the oxyhaemoglobin
dissociation curve means that the relatively small rise in arterial
oxygen tension in those who are most hypoxic leads to the
largest increase in oxygen content. Thus these patients may
gain the most improvement in the amount of oxygen trans-
ported each minute to the tissues. As an alternative to oxygen
most respiratory stimulants seem to be of little use, though
doxapram has been reported to alleviate hypoxia.")

Should oxygen, then, be prescribed routinely after general
anaesthesia ? Certainly it should be given to the elderly and
those with additional cardiovascular disease, and to patients
who are having upper abdominal or thoracic surgery or have
had prolonged nitrous oxide anaesthesia, especially when they
have been overventilated. But oxygen should not be a panacea
to compensate for excessive respiratory depression from drugs
and poor anaesthetic technique. It should be prescribed in a
known concentration for a specific time for those who need it.
As Steel' suggested, asking the conscious, pain-free patient to
take a few deep breaths of air may be just as effective.
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